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Make Every Minute and Every Dollar of your Disney Vacation Count!  Walt Disney World Â® in

Florida has often been called the "most magical place on Earth". Dining at Walt Disney World Â®

should be magical as well, but with over 300 on-property dining choices, it can instead be

overwhelming. That is why Dining at Walt Disney World Â® - The Definitive Guide was created. 

Inside these pages you will find in-depth advice including:  Detailed descriptions of every Disney

dining venue Understanding and receiving the best value from the Disney Dining Plan How to snag

hard-to-get dining reservations Saving time and money while dining What are the "must do "

character meals? Disney Dining.com exclusive Picks and Tips
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Eating at Disney World is a mystery, surrounded by a riddle, wrapped in an enigma. I go with the

family 6 times a year and still can't figure it out. If you are not prepared with knowledge you'll

overpay for mediocre fast service park food. This guide is a MUST, it will help you choose where to

make your reservations and where to be for GOOD quick service food. Beyond that, just about

every stop in the parks has a dish that is very good and some that are... not so good. Park food is

not cheap but you can actually feel GOOD about what you are getting for the money if you use this

book as a resource. This book pays for itself on your first stop for food.

Bought this as a gift for my wife who is a Disney fanatic. She says the book is well written, and

provides a lot of insight for planning your trip. Even though it is $20, it will save us much more since



she will be able to select the proper meal plan from Disney and, ultimately, save us hundreds.

This book is fantastic! A necessity for planning your dining experiences at Disney. With so many

options at WDW, choosing dining can be overwhelming. Not only does this book detail every

restaurant at Walt Disney World, it is full of great dining tips for making hard to get reservations and

saving money!

If you own the unofficial guide, its all you need. I expected better reviews. it was basically just a run

down on the restaurants, dÃ©cor and what they serve. I would not spend the money. Again just my

two cents

I didn't feel I got any value from this book. I was expecting more information on items to order in

each dining option and what isn't good. I was also expecting more information on getting value from

the dining plan. I found it to really be a list of dining options and the type of food they serve which

provided no more information then what I can get off many websites for free.

Do not buy, claims to be a 2016 edition, many , items outdated and includes resturants that have

been closed since 2015. Save your money. It is not worth the paper that it was printed on.

This book was our life line! It saved us time and knew exactly what was good!! I would recommend it

to anyone!

Great Book and highly informative. Not just for first time visitors to WDW, have been there over 15

times and still found information about restaurants that I previously had not visited. Would definitely

recommend to anyone planning trip to Walt Disney World.
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